UC/Stanford Map & Geospatial Libraries
May 17, 2013 – Agenda (Revised)
Convener: Berkeley
Note-taker: Stanford

At Stanford:
Stanford: Julie, Jane
UCB: Brian Q.
UCSC: Cynthia

At UCI:
UCI: Julia, Brian W.
UCR: Lizbeth
UCSD: Mike
UCSB: Jon

By phone:
UCD: Carol
UCLA: Maria, Jon
UCM: Eric

Stanford will provide information on calling in to the meeting

Morning: 10:15-12:15
1. Review of notes from last meeting in December 2012 [5 min] – Questions? Revisions? To Do?
2. UCMAPS email list (Cynthia) [5 min]
3. Conspectus review update (Brian, Cynthia, Julie) [5 min] – Part I (Descriptions) to be posted on UCSMGLG website. Part II (Primary Collecting Areas by LC Call Number) postponed until December meeting.
5. LandScan [15 min] – How are people using it? What problems are people having? Do we want to arrange any training or webinars?
6. Digital maps and data: how do we store, archive, and serve them out? [45 min] – Stanford will review how they handle this, and Berkeley will provide an update on their developments. Other campuses can talk about their approaches. Could the UC campuses and CDL collaborate on a shared geospatial data storage, archiving, and access?
7. UCSB move update (Jon) [15 min] – Jon will provide an update on the MIL move at UCSB. Any advice on planning for the new facility?

Lunch Break: 12:15-1:30

Afternoon: 1:30-3:00
8. Geospatial data outreach and workshops (Stanford) [30 min]
9. Open stacks and storage issues [30 min] – Discussion of map theft at Penn State. What do you keep in your open stacks? What are you sending to storage? What circulation status are you using for stored items (circulating, building use only, restricted)?
10. Changes to UC Libraries advisory structure, bib groups and CKG [10 min]
11. Round Robin updates – Additional comments and/or questions [15 min]